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What’s the (business) problem?
- Speed...

- Strategic Attractiveness…
- Scale…



Who are we?
- Asset Finance...

- Young, growing fast…
- Australia



What is Asset Finance?
- Business context...

- Information context…
- Decision context…



Focus on Decisions Required
- Start with business entities...

- Allocate policy to entities…
- Decisions emerge…

“…Ideally focus on the decisions required, then the details like 
specific business rules…”

Qualify Product 

Configuration
Qualify 

Applicant(s)

Qualify 

Arrangement

Credit Policy



What’s Your Architecture?
- Decision as a Service...

- Inline (Process)…
- Embedded… DaaS Inline

Embedded



Singular versus Plural?
- Iterate at the process layer...

- Iterate at the decision layer…

All applicants must be over 18 years…

Qualify each applicant for all applicants
Or

Feel expression; every applicant in applicants satisfies applicant.age > 18?



Cost versus Elegance?
- Pay upfront...

- Pay as you go…

Qualify applicants – go get all reports then qualify as a group
or

Iterate over applicants one at a time and get report?

Thus an economic imperative may influence implementation 
design decision…



Order is brittle…
- This could work...

if (some obligor in Obligors satisfies obligor. type = "PUB") then
"PUBLIC"

else
if (some obligor in Obligors satisfies obligor. type = "GOV") then

"GOVERNMENT"
else

"UNKNOWN"



Expressions or Tables?
- Modelling or coding...

- Table or FEEL…
- Business or Technology…

Are we encoding the business rules in FEEL rather than decision 
tables? When is this just substituting one developer language 
for another?

DRG FEEL



What comes first?
- Business rules drive UX...

- UX influences business rules…

What comes first …?

Eg rules which mix product config/asset – impact to the UX is 
you cant confirm upfront data until subsequent data collected… 
So rule composition can impact UX, or should UX drive rule 
composition & structure?



Trusted vs Untrusted Data?
- Rinse and repeat...

- Ingest and retrieve…
The same rules could be applied to untrusted data for 
immediate UX feedback, but they must be repeated once the 
data is verified…

This can also influence application architecture, if your decision 
needs to source data externally, where is it persisted? Client 
side is untrusted, server side you need to maintain UX state…



Decision scope?
- Combine validation & function...

- Separate validation & function…

What should the scope of say a rate table be?

Should it provide an exhaustive state space and just return rate (eg
unique hit policy? Should it perform some validation, eg valid 
configuration?

What about levies – use a collect hit policy or use a DRG? 



Thankyou
Questions…
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